Chexx & Cheerio’s Pendant

Supplies:

Tools:













Flex Cutters
Chain Nose Pliers

13, 2-Hole Chexx Beads
18, 3mm Bicones
34, O Beads
1, 15mm Brio Cut Pendant (or other drop)
3, 2x2 crimps
18” stringing wire
1 large pinch bail
Colored Steel Necklace (optional)

Directions:
1) On a piece of beading wire, string 1 Chexx, 1 Bicone and repeat until you have
6 pairs of Chexx & Bicones. Add 1 more Chexx to the end.
2) String a crimp and bring both wire ends through the crimp (in opposite
directions). Smash the crimp and trim wire.
3) Turn all the Chexx so that the 2nd hole is outwards. String a piece of beading
wire through the 2nd Chexx hole of the Chexx sitting next to the crimp.
4) String an O Bead, a Chexx bead and another O Bead and pass the beading wire
through the adjacent Chexx from the first circle.
5) Repeat step 4 around the whole circle except the space above the crimp in the first circle. String an O Bead
on each wire end and then a crimp bead. Bring both wire ends through the crimp and smash the crimp and
trim wire. (See picture 6 also.)

6) Beginning at the bottom of the second circle (opposite the crimps), string an O Bead, the drop and another O
Bead. Center these on the wire and pass each wire end through the 2nd hole of the two Chexx from the
second circle.
7) Work up one side at a time. String an O, a bicone, O, bicone, O. Pass through the next 2nd Chexx hole.
8) Repeat step 7 until the 2nd holes in all the Chexx beads from the second circle are completed. Then, string
an O, bicone, O, bicone, O on each wire end.

9) String a crimp and pass both wire ends through the crimp. Smash the crimp and trim wire.
10) Place your pinch bail over the 3 crimps and squeeze.
11) Add your steel necklace or bead your own!

